Supplied by Juki India Pvt Ltd
MSP-1 Respirator machine

MSP-1

Servo open pore machine

MSP-2 Servo button machine

Product features:
(1) Safety: the machine does not start and alarm when the hand is in the mold range. But safety is only relative. Do
not operate the machine without adjusting the safe operation distance between the molds
(2) Quality:
A. The machine adopts interval start mode, with low vibration and high button precision
B. The machine assembly accuracy is high, good to neutral, to the greatest extent to ensure the quality of the nail
button
C. The base is made of alloy material, the V-shaped mouth is not easy to deform, and the durability of the machine
is high, which ensures the quality of the button after being nailed
(3) Efficiency:
A. The starting speed of the machine is 0.3-0.4 seconds faster than that of the ordinary machine
B. The operating space of the machine is twice as large as that of the ordinary machine, which is more suitable for
the button operation of large work piece
(4) Environmental protection:
A. There is no noise when the whole machine is working and standby, improving the comfortable operating
environment of workers; and there is no oil splash, not easy to pollute the work piece.
B. The power consumption of this machine is 30W, while the power consumption of ordinary electric button
machine is not less than 250W. Using this machine in your original power consumption, each machine can save
about 700 kilowatt hours of electricity every year

Product technical parameters:
Working kinetic
energy:

Working kinetic
energy:

working voltage:

AC180V-AC240V

Impulse pressure:

450KG

Energy
consumption:

300W

protection mode:

equipped with
intelligent detection
system

working stroke:

42MM

KN95 5 Respirator with breathing valve sample
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